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Table 4.  Cross-sectional association results. 
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table_GS_upd_IDs --check-sex --out full_data_table_GS 
--noweb  
 
   











    
 




table_GS –-cluster –-read-genome 














GWAS-data --geno 0.05 --make-bed --out 
   






GWAS-data --freq --out clean-GWAS-data –noweb 
 




--maf 0.01 --make-bed --out 
/DATA/BREATHE_GWAS/GWAS/QC_NV/QC_data/BREATHE_QC1_CR_





GWAS-data --hardy --out clean-GWAS-data --noweb  
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plink --bfile 
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MAF --hwe 0.000001 --make-bed --out 
/DATA/BREATHE_GWAS/GWAS/QC_NV/QC_data/BREATHE_QC1_CR_




gtool -P --ped BREATHE_QC_FINAL.ped --map 








plink --bfile BREATHE_QC_FINAL --chr $i --recode --
out $o --noweb 
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########in the console 
 
























    
 














########in the console 
 
plink --bfile snps_resarcher_DAYMONTHYEAR --recodeA -
-noweb --out snps_resarcher_ DAYMONTHYEAR _recoded –
noweb 
 
   
















    
 















while read x; do 
recon-all –i $x.nii.gz –s $x –all 








   








ccumb,ICV" > SUBCvolumes.csv 
for subj_id in `ls -d subj*`; do  
printf "%s,"  "${subj_id}" >> SUBCvolumes.csv 
for x in Left-Lateral-Ventricle Right-Lateral-
Ventricle Left-Thalamus-Proper Right-Thalamus-Proper 
Left-Caudate Right-Caudate Left-Putamen Right-Putamen 
Left-Pallidum Right-Pallidum Left-Hippocampus Right-
Hippocampus Left-Amygdala Right-Amygdala Left-
Accumbens-area Right-Accumbens-area; do 
printf "%g," `grep  ${x} ${subj_id}/stats/aseg.stats 
| awk '{print $4}'` >> SUBCvolumes.csv 
done 
printf "%g" `cat ${subj_id}/stats/aseg.stats | grep 
IntraCranialVol | awk -F, '{print $4}'` >> 
SUBCvolumes.csv 
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